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LUNA VIOLET BLONDING
POWDER + MAGIC ELIXIR
BEST PRACTICES AND TIPS + TRICKS

the best

PRACTICES
Mixing Ratio - 1:2 for foil work, 1:1 for open air painting.
We recommend adding a bond builder. Any bond builder works
wonderfully with LUNA.
We do not recommend using heat lamps/hood dryers during
processing.
Processing time ranges from 20-50 minutes. Since LUNA is ammonia
free, you can expect a slightly slower, more controlled lift. We
recommend checking the lift every 15 minutes until desired lift is
reached.
Always finish with a porosity equalizing conditioner or mask to
close the cuticle back down after lifting.

tips and

TRICKS

Keep it warm. Although we do not recommend using direct heat lamps during
processing, it is helpful to keep the foils slightly warm (especially if you are in
air conditioning or a chilly climate). We recommend draping a towel over your
foils and clipping it to secure. This will keep your guests body heat in and
prevent the product from getting too cold.
Swipe Test. During processing, you will see a violet tone on the hair when you
are checking the lift. This can make it deceiving at first to see the true level.
Take a towel or your finger and rub/scratch away some of the product so you
can see the true lift and level of the hair. It is likely lighter than you
originally thought!
Customize the tone. The toning agents in LUNA are progressive, the longer you
leave LUNA on, the more violet will be deposited. If you have someone with ultra
light natural levels (7 and above) or previously lightened ends, you can
customize the amount of violet tone that is deposited by adding a traditional
white 10 volume developer into your LUNA mixture. An example would be: 30g
LUNA powder, 30g LUNA 10 volume Magic Elixir, 30g 10 volume of your developer
of choice.
Section and Saturation. We recommend thin sections to ensure full saturation. If
your section is too thick, or your saturation is uneven, this will result in
uneven results and lack of lift. A good rule of thumb is: you should be able to
read a newspaper through the section of hair before you paint it AND once you
have painted on your LUNA, you should not be able to see individual strands of
hair through the product, if you can, saturate more!

